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Another sweet, classic bedtime tale from Arnold Lobel, the beloved author and illustrator of the

Newbery Honor and Caldecott Honor award-winning Frog and Toad books. When Papa's seven

little mouse boys ask for a bedtime story, Papa does even better than that—he tells seven

stories, one for each boy!Arnold Lobel's Mouse Tales is a Level Two I Can Read book, geared

for kids who read on their own but still need a little help. Whether shared at home or in a

classroom, the engaging stories, longer sentences, and language play of Level Two books are

proven to help kids take their next steps toward reading success. 



Dear Parent:Your child’s love of reading starts here!Every child learns in a different way and at

his or her own speed. Some go back and forth between reading levels and read favorite books

again and again. Others read through each level in order. You can help your young reader

improve and become more confident by encouraging his or her own interests and abilities.

From books your child reads with you to the first books he or she reads alone, there are I Can

Read Books for every stage of reading:SHARED READINGBasic language, word repetition,

and whimsical illustrations, ideal for sharing with your emergent readerBEGINNING

READINGShort sentences, familiar words, and simple concepts for children eager to read on

their ownREADING WITH HELPEngaging stories, longer sentences, and language play for

developing readersREADING ALONEComplex plots, challenging vocabulary, and high-interest

topics for the independent readerADVANCED READINGShort paragraphs, chapters, and

exciting themes for the perfect bridge to chapter booksI Can Read Books have introduced

children to the joy ofreading since 1957. Featuring award-winning authors andillustrators and a

fabulous cast of beloved characters, I Can Read Books set the standard for beginning

readers.A lifetime of discovery begins with the magical words“I Can Read!”Visit

www.icanread.com for informationon enriching your child’s reading experience.

CONTENTSTHE WISHING WELLCLOUDSVERY TALL MOUSEAND VERY SHORT

MOUSETHE MOUSE AND THE WINDSJOURNEYTHE OLD MOUSETHE BATH

“Papa, we are allin bed now,”said the mouse boys.“Please tell us a tale.”“I will do better than

that,”said Papa.“I will tell you seven tales—one for each of you—if you promiseto go right to

sleepwhen I am done.”“Oh yes, we will,”said the boys.And Papa began . . .

THE WISHING WELLA mouse once founda wishing well.“Now all of my wishescan come

true!”she cried.She threw a pennyinto the welland made a wish.“OUCH!”said the wishing well.

Mouse Tales Philadelphia Phillies, Mouse Tales Dallas Cowboys

After the Dinosaurs: Mammoths and Fossil Mammals (I Can Read Level 2), The Best Chef in

Second Grade (I Can Read Level 2), Gilbert, the Surfer Dude (I Can Read Level 2)

J. HYDRICK, “Still fun. Favorite boo growing up. Bought this for the neighbors’ new baby. Hope

to keep the story of “new feet” in pop culture psyche.”

Naomi Adams, “Fun book. This was just the book I was looking for. My Grandma used to read it

to us when we were kids, and my sister was looking for this book. It brought back some

comforting reminders of our Grandmother :)”

The Best Out West, “Nice Collection of Stories. These are really strong stories to get that little

reader going strongly. The spacing is really nice so that it's not too confusing to follow along.

The illustrations are nice, but not too distracting. The stories are entertaining enough that, as a
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parent, you won't find yourself overly bored reading these again and again, and they'll want to

because the stories are very endearing. Overall, I found this collection of stories to be worth

the money and then some!”

Designer Mom, “Cherished tales for two generations!. This is one of the most cherished

children's books in our house. Our kids loved these stories and now the grandchildren do as

well. We still yell "You are clean enough now!" through the bathroom door when our daughter

is in the shower for too long. SHE knows what we mean! The best stories are the ones that

tickle the adult reading it as much as the children hearing it. When our kids got older, they read

it to themselves.  It helped that they already knew it by heart.”

Alex Humez, “A classic by a beloved writer.. Mouse Tales is a terrific book that I read to my

child countless times and continue to read with my (adult) ESL students. Everybody enjoys the

book.”

ishkabibble, “Funny. One of my favorites.. Stories are wacky. In a good way. I laughed because

the stories were just almost nonsense in an alice in wonderland way. Like the old mouse who

hated kids until they gave him chewing gum to hold up his pants. My favorite is the dirty mouse

who drowns a town trying to get clean. Everyone is shouting and getting real mad. Finally after

he floods the town and everyone is outraged he turns off the water and goes to bed. Ha! Oh

and the wind story. Maybe that's my favorite.”

Marlene, “An All Time Favorite. I brought this book because it brings good memories of when I

was a little girl reading with my father. This was the first book that I would pick up and the two

of us would sit on my grandmothers sofa and he would read to me. Then one day when I went

to pick up the book he told me to read to him and from there I have been reading since. I

wanted to bring the same good memories to my sons. Each short story is easy to comprehend

and allows them to let the imagination take flight. Each of the I Can Read Books brings reading

to a level that allows the children to enjoy what they are reading. I am sure that your little one

will love this book too.”

Diane Hailey, “Arnold Lobel...need I say more?. Every book I've read by A.L. is fantastic, and

Mouse Tales does not disappoint.  Definitely a fantastic set of stories for kids and adults alike.”

oraclebhoy, “once read you will never forget this book. I have just looked at the table of

contents in this book and I am transported back 36 years to when I was a kid reading this.This

is a great book and highly recommend it if you have kids, grandkids.”

Paul Jackson, “Wonderful Book. My children's favourite book when they were young. I bought it

on a whim for my grown uo daughter as a mystrey gift and she was delighted. Arnold Lobel

creates a perfect imaginary world for his characters that our children adored. Classic book that

every child should have in their library.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Good stuff. Love this. Since I was a little girl. I'm 40 now. I needed to read

it again.”

The Bat Out of Durham, “... wife had this book as a child and was delighted to have a copy

again. My wife had this book as a child and was delighted to have a copy again.”



The book by Arnold Lobel has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 757 people have provided feedback.
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